Sails and Oars

December 2020

From the Head Teacher
Dear Parents, Carers, and Students,
I am delighted to introduce this special December 2020, Christmas edition of our
monthly Sails and Oars publication.
In this latest festive edition, we again feature updates from across the school and from
different Subject areas, many of which have a special Christmas festive theme. There are
once again, amazing examples of terrific student work, creativity and talent on show, all
of which demonstrate an overwhelming sense of pride and belief in our school
community. I hope you enjoy reading and viewing this latest edition of Sails and Oars.
This term has again been an incredibly busy one, fraught with many additional
challenges. Indeed, 2020 as a whole, has been a very unique and frighteningly strange year, dominated of course
by COVID and its associated impacts upon us all. Throughout it however, it has been abundantly clear, that the
exceptionally strong Stockport School community spirit and resilience has remained in place and if anything, has
only further strengthened as we have faced and overcome adversity.
Whilst we approach the end of this unforgettable, but perhaps wantonly forgettable year, we can perhaps take
some time to look back and to reflect upon the many challenges that we have faced individually and together.
Remembering those whom we may have lost or those whom may have suffered, as well as those whom we have
been separated from, and from all of the many things that we value which we may have had taken away from us
this year. When thinking back upon all of those heartbreaking and life changing events however, we can also be
very proud of what we have each done this year to support and care for each other, and in what we have done
to recognise and better value all of the many people, organisations, things and activities which we may
previously have taken for granted. As individuals, as families, and as a community, we have in the face of
adversity, remained strong and have as such, grown in our independence, values and recognition of others. I am
confident that this will serve us well as we move forward into a new year and to what we all hope will be a much
better and easier one for us all, where we can enjoy safer freedoms to be together again and to do the things
that we all enjoy again as soon as possible in 2021.
Finally, at the end of a highly unusual and exceptionally demanding autumn term, I would like to take this
opportunity to thank you all as members of our school community, for your incredible support, hard work and
determination this year. I would like to wish you and your families all the very best for the festive period and in
the safe celebration of the end of a very notable but not so joyous 2020 and the beginning of 2021. I sincerely
hope that 2021 proves to be a much more happy and memorable year of hope and opportunity for us all to be
able to enjoy freely with our friends and families once again.
I would like to wish you a very happy Christmas and a peaceful, healthy and hopefully successful New Year.
With very best wishes,
Best wishes

Mr I. R. Irwin
Headteacher

Finding light in the dark
In cultures and religions all over the world, there are numerous festivals involving light. Almost all occur at the
darkest time of year. Usually, these festivals are connected to stories – tales about certain moments in history or
important events in the lives of key figures. At Diwali, for example, Hindus light diwa lamps to celebrate Rama’s
defeat of a tyrant. In Judaism, on each night of the festival of Hanukkah, one of the nine candles of the Menorah
are lit to commemorate the re-dedication of the Temple. Christians, meanwhile, light candles at Christmas to
remember the arrival of their saviour on earth.
In truth, though, for many people today, these stories are irrelevant echoes of the past. Remnants of a time when
ignorance reigned. Disproved by the findings of modern science. But in discarding the long tradition of such myths,
we perhaps throw out, too, something more significant. Something far deeper than the words contained.
Something more relevant, more valuable, to our lives. We risk denying ourselves the meaning in the stories: the
themes which evoke a shared human experience; a reminder that we aren’t alone in our struggle. For irrespective
of the details found within them – their narrative arcs, their characters and settings – the nature of their message is
always the same. Hope. The transformative power it holds. The vital necessity of remaining hopeful.
Which is why these festivals were established in winter, in the coldest and darkest months of the year. When that
darkness had wrapped up the world in its shroud. When the flowers had withered, and the trees were stripped
bare, and most visible signs of life had dissolved. These festivals of light were essential reminders: to keep faith in
the promise that life would return – that eventually, just as light defeats darkness, sorrow would give way to more
joyful times.
This year, more than ever, the symbolism found in these stories and festivals might be worth remembering. And
though, for some, the candles and diwas are replaced by twinkling bulbs and glowing Santas, rediscovering the
spirit of hope in their brightness might help fill the recent darkness with light.

Drama
The National Theatre have kindly released details for
free access for school students/staff from home.
The collection is free until Summer 2021 and features
Peter Pan and Treasure Island both perfect for
Christmas viewing!
It is only available for Stockport School students and
families— for sign in details, please contact Ms Stone.
https://www.dramaonlinelibrary.com/login?
recentUrl=/national-theatre-collection

And there’s a panto
on offer “oh no
there isn’t” oh yes
there is … Dick
Whittington. This is
FREE access to an
even that would
normally cost £30
per ticket ….
Only available from 23-27 Dec
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3LkdSBlkwbU

And despite the widespread theatre shutdown, Stockport School students
welcomed the world premiere of Goldilocks and the three bears—a hastily
assembled, but nevertheless entertaining adventure. Dozens of staff took
part in the video production broadcast last thing Friday afternoon.

The twelve doors of Christmas
Once again, Christmas brings
out the competitive and
creative spirit at Stockport
School.
This year’s competition: to
create the best Christmas
door.
Staff and students worked
well together. The winners :
7 Van Gogh, 8 Klee/Lowry , 9
Turner and 10Picasso

Inter house Santa Run

The PE department added a new
inter house competition for KS 3
this Christmas - an inter house
Santa Run. The challenge was to
complete as many laps around
school during their PE lesson
with all laps being added up for a
grand total for each house. Year
7 and 8 really got into the spirit
of this fun challenge and ran in
Christmas hats and jumpers and
in some cases as elves and even
a Christmas turkey!
A special congratulations to May
in year 9 who won a voucher for
demonstrating the most
resilience in this challenge.

Science
A huge well done to all the students during this busy term. With COVID-19 and
building work going on, it is a great testament to students and staff at Stockport
School that we have continued to learn and support each other. More of our labs
and prep room facilities will be back in action after the building work in January, and
we are all looking forward to more practical work again.
We would like to wish Mrs Garner well as she begins her maternity leave in January.
We will welcome back Mrs Simpson who will be covering her classes. Mrs Simpson
retired in the summer after 36 years, but just cannot stay away.
As we approach the end of the autumn term, we can celebrate the Century Stars
during the first term.
Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

Year 10

Year 11

Brendan J

Jia Yi X

Logan A

Claudia H

Ibrahim K

Matteo S

Archie C

Beth G

Maddie T

Lucy M

Bethan H

Amera B

Chloe M

Charlotte H

Grace A

Results of the Century Stars Winter Cup are in; we came 33rd in the whole world.
Very well done to the students for achieving this whilst improving their knowledge
and understanding in science through their independent learning homework.
The Year 11 students sat their mocks
exams in December and hopefully their
results will reflect their hard work. This
will also give us opportunity to identify
those areas that we can improve on in
preparation for the summer exams.

Advent Skeleton

Science Club.
Under the supervision of Mrs Davies, Miss Downs and Miss Wetherell, our year 7 scientists worked tremendously
well on their Mars Project. All three teachers are extremely proud of the students, and they have been impressed
with the students’ commitment to science club enrichment.

French
What’s on in French?
Year 7 did an end of module assessment and then learned about how Christmas is celebrated in France.
Year 8 are experts at using the past (perfect) tense and showed off their skills from this term in their assessment
Year 9 have been learning more about the world of TV and film.
Year 10 have been revising past and future grammar while learning how to make plans with someone and describe
how an evening went.
Year 11 have worked hard on their mock exams and continued to either revise previous topics or start their final
GCSE module.
We’re taking a break from our Memrise homework over Christmas, but be ready to keep going in January! Those
who have found their assessments and mocks the least challenging are the students who have been doing their
Memrise regularly. Please speak to your teacher if you are having problems with Memrise.

French stars!
Special mentions to
the following
students for their
recent efforts in
French. Well done!

Y7

Y8

Y9

Robson K

Poppy S

Yasmin B

Layla-Grace W

Alex K

Connor K

Emma H

Rhys M

Tailor B

Olivia C-B

Bethany H

Marissa W

Nikisha T

Eve O

David A

Mathilda B

Rebecca W-W

Harryson M

Alana T

This month in French culture...
Year 7 will be able to describe what Christmas is like
in France. Did you know that the festive season
looks different in other parts of France and the
French-speaking world?
On La Réunion, an island in the Indian Ocean which
is part of France, festivals from a variety of different
faiths and traditions are celebrated – including fire
walking! See this link for more information: https://
en.reunion.fr/organize/local-events/cultural-eventsyou-must-not-miss/
in Québec, the French-speaking state in Canada, a
white Christmas is always a possibility. Celebrations
are a mix of North American and French traditions,
and a well-known festive food is tourtière, a meat
pie.
in Guadeloupe, an island in the Caribbean which is
part of France, carol singing called Chanté Nwel is a
really popular traditional activity. A typical Christmas
meal would include ham in sugar cane and rum,
with a homemade festive drink called Shrubb.

Y10

Y11

Hallé B

Yasmin H

Gracie B

Tasnim H

James S

Hannah B

Evie B

Lucy C

Charlotte H

Hannah H

Million T

Adam V-J

Francophone du mois (French speaker of the
month)
Each month we will feature a famous French-speaking
person with a few short facts about them in French.
Tell or email your French teacher one of these facts (or
another you have found out) in English to earn a
house point!

Marion Cotillard
Elle est née en 1975 à Paris
Elle est actrice
Elle a reçu un Oscar pour son
role d’Edith Piaf dans le film La
Vie en Rose
Elle est environmentaliste et
travaille contre le changement
climatique

Spanish
Fin del primer trimestre
This has been a busy end of term for our Spanish
pupils. Our Year 7 classes did their assessment a few
weeks ago, and have been busy learning about using
infinitives to give opinions and form the future
tense. We will be learning more about free time
activities and sports after Christmas, and will be
looking at how to form the present tense in Spanish.
Year 8 have just finished their assessments on the
holidays topic and have been learning about
Christmas traditions in Spain (for more information,
see below). After Christmas we will be learning
about technology, books, films and TV, and will
continue to practise using the past, present and
future tenses.
Year 9 have just finished their second module of
GCSE Spanish and will be sitting their Year 9 Reading,
Listening and Writing exams in class in the week
beginning Monday 11th January. After this we will
start our next module on free time and relationships.
Year 10 are now almost halfway through the GCSE
course and – after sitting a set of GCSE papers after
October half term – have a bit of a break until we sit
another set after February half term. After a short
topic on international sporting events they will be
moving onto talking about holidays again, including
a look at exam skills for the Higher papers.
The official Year 11 mocks exams for Spanish were
on the last day of term (Foundation tier) so we hope
they enjoy a well-deserved break after Christmas!
When we return we are on the final countdown to
the exams, with one more module to do (the
environment and social issues) and then plenty of
time for revision in class to complement
independent learning at home.

¡Feliz NavidadDía de Reyes!
Spain is a very Catholic country and Christmas is
normally celebrated in families, with a big meal on
Christmas Eve and then a trip to church for midnight
mass. On 22nd December many people take part in the
Lotería de Navidad (Christmas lottery) hoping to win el
gordo (the fat one), the big prize that is often worth
millions of euros. The 28th December – El Día de los
inocentes (Feast of the Holy Innocents) – is the Spanish
equivalent of April Fools’ day, when people play tricks
on each other to celebrate Jesus’s flight to Egypt,
escaping King Herod’s massacre of baby boys.
Did you know? Father Christmas visits some homes
in Spain, but most Spanish children have to wait until
6th January – El Día de los Reyes Magos (Three Kings
Day) – to receive their presents from the three wise
men. Children leave shoes out to be filled with
presents but if they’ve been naughty they might get
coal instead! The day marks the end of the Christmas
period and is celebrated with big parades in which the
three kings throw thousands of kilos of sweets to
children in the crowd every year.

Palabra del mes (Spanish word of the month)
uva (nf.) grape
Ej. Las doce uvas o uvas de la suerte es una tradición española consistente
en comerse doce uvas, una por cada campanada, a las 12 de la noche del 31
de diciembre (Nochevieja) al 1 de enero.
e.g. The twelve grapes or grapes of luck is a Spanish tradition consisting of
eating twelve grapes, one for each stroke of the clock, at 12 midnight
between 31st December (New Year’s Eve) and 1st January.

Geography
Y7
Below is a list of the students who have been
awarded the Geostar for the Autumn term by
Stuart G-S
their teachers. Well done!
Sophia T
Joseph B
Ben H
Harry B
Alfie F
Hollie B
Elizabeth R
Rita C
Finley B
Ethan W
Sophie H

History
KS3 History students creative contributions including :
Aaron C; Abi W; Alana T; Joe W; Brandon P and Aaron M

Y8

Y9

Y10

Y11

Matilda W
Connie G
Eleanor T
Freddie K
Henry T
Lennox W
Maryam M
Lily W
Isabella P
Harvey B
Rohan N

Eve O’C
Martha C
Jorja N
Lauren E
Kaleb B
Isabel R
Chloe S
Rabecca T
Ysabel H
Alex K
Cayden P N
Ellie D

Harrison B
Claudia H
Kaan T
Kira H
Stan O

Millie R
Yasmine B
Sam F
Daisy P
Sophia S

Maths
This year, Jake O was the first ever student from Stockport School to
achieve the title of “HegartyMaths completer.” He received a certificate
and a personal letter from HM co-founder Colin Hegarty to celebrate his
achievement. Way to go, Jake!
“This means they have completed all 925 skills, each at 100% on the
HegartyMaths website. There are over 1.5 million students who use
HegartyMaths and Jake joins only a handful of others to complete the
whole website. We are extremely impressed with the commitment and
dedication of Jake and want to celebrate this with you – they have shown
incredible independence and resilience to complete all 925 skills!

HegartyMaths Cup Result:
After a ferocious competition lasting 8 weeks, Miss
Adullah’s 10X1 claimed the title of HegartyMaths Cup
champions of 2020. As well as the trophy they also win
a pizza party next half term. Pizza parties will be also be
awarded to 9Y3, 8X2 and 7Y1 for being the best in their
year groups.
Special mention goes to
the following students
for completing the most
quizzes this half term:

Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

Year 10

Year 11

Lucas M

Lily W

Tyler P

Claudia H

Lucy C

Arthur T

Declan C

Beth G

Alex O

Jake O

Archie C

Lucas VA

Martha C

Billy W

Georgia A

Jacob C

Keane B

Alex K

Harvey B

James G

Abi P

Roxy A

Sophie R

Stan O

Eloise B

Independent Learning List December Raffle Winners:
Every student who completes a Maths Independent Learning List earns between 5 and 20 house points as well as
being put into a year group raffle to win a £5 Love2Shop voucher. This half term’s winners are:
Chloe E – 7, Archie B – 8, Gabrielle E – 9, Harrison B – 10 and Lucy C - 11
To take part in the next draw, download and complete a list from the maths area on Firefly.

Puzzle
If you substitute digits for letters this sum can be made to be
correct. Each different letter stands for a different digit.
Can you find the substitutions which will make this word sum
correct?

The Last Sunset
A mere country boy when I left,
With strength on my side,
Proud to be British,
I was not going to hide.
My mate by my side,
Heroes we’d be,
Fighting with courage,
Just wait and see.
Now many months on,
Dreams torn to a shred,
Worried and anxious,
Bravado now dread.
No man’s land was next,
My heart filled with fear,
It would soon be my time,
That day was near.
With my heart in my mouth,
I ran on to No man’s land,
Avoiding craters and corpses,
Gun poised in my hand.
Clutching my chest,
I fell to the ground,
Pain searing through me,
Death was inbound.
We will never forget them,
We will remember,
Say a very special prayer,
Every November.

Joe W 9K

Well done
also to:
Mia F, Rae P-C,
Joe G, Matthew
P, Freddie D,
Ava B, Faye C,
Erin B, Alex B,
Abbie E,
Jasmine Y, Max
W, Niamh L,
Olivia R, Conor
J, Sonny B, Evie
H, Sophie R,
Caitlin H, Chloe
S, James E,
Harry H and
Alex L

Anyone fancy a family code-breaking session this Christmas?
24 MILES: 12 CODES: 12 DAYS
26 DECEMBER - 6 JANUARY
Calling all Secret Agents... Operation
Bletchley: Christmas in Berlin is your virtual
codebreaking challenge. Your mission is to cover
24 miles on foot through Soviet territory,
decrypt vital intelligence about the blockade,
cracking codes as you go and help bring our
stranded contacts back to HQ. Do you have what
it takes to accomplish your mission and deliver
the final message before time runs out?
The 12 days of Christmas but not as you know it.
Your mission begins on 26 December and you must
complete, and deliver the final message by
midnight on 6 January 2021.
With three levels of
codes to choose from;
junior, codebreaker and
cypher expert, get the
whole family together
this Christmas - you have
12 days and one chance to
break the Soviet
blockade.

Why take part?
Engage in physical activity - cover
24 miles on foot in 12 days,
recording distance manually or
using a phone or fitness tracker.

they can register ahead of the
mission launch: https://
events.soldierscharity.org/event/
operation-bletchley
If you need any further
information, visit the FAQ page on
our website or you can email us
at events@soldierscharity.org.

Complete mental challenges break 12 codes, delivered via
email, to decipher the final hidden
There is no target for fundraising.
message.
Any money raised by your
students will go towards
Enlist the whole family - the
supporting soldiers, veterans, and
challenge is designed to be
their families in need through the
inclusive for all ages and abilities
British Army's national charity,
with 3 levels of difficulty to choose
ABF The Soldiers' Charity. You can
from.
read about our fundraising
incentives here.
Get immersed in history - the
mission takes place in Berlin,
1948, as cooperation between
East and West deteriorates and
the peace of Christmas is
threatened...
We have one chance to break the
Soviet blockade - do you have
what it takes?
Simply share this page with your
students and their families, so

All funds raised will make a real
difference - just £75 could help an
injured veteran go through
retraining so they can find a new
career.
Thank you for helping us spread
the word.
Best wishes,
The Operation Bletchley team

English
Accelerated Reader Autumn Term
Since September, students in years 7-9 have
been reading and quizzing with Accelerated
Reader. In spite of some rather challenging
circumstances, many students have achieved
their Autumn points target...and we have a
number of Millionaire readers. However,
special mention has to go to the students
below who have achieved all three targets over
the Autumn term (points target, achieving
above 85% correct on quizzes and target book
level):
Y7 - Poppy B, Oliver C, Sophie L, Owyn Jack H,
James T
Y8 - Caitlin-Rose B, Riley L, Lucas V A, Maryam M, Joe C, Isabella P, Eleanor S,
Rachel S, Harriet D, Ben F, Rowan M, Eloise O
Y9 - Jorja N, Lucy C, Jamie O, Max M Ewan C, Oscar H

The Wolf
Phoebe A
Sharp eyes
of which can break your shy expression
with only a nervous glance
soft grey fur
of which can turn you naive
with its innocent appearance
ferocious teeth
of which can rip you apart
but yet it doesn't
never again will it see its pack
its family
as it has wondered alone
now with only its instincts to follow
young and vulnerable
the calm, unprotected creature
walks silently along a winding
path
beyond the mist is a girl
she is not special
she is but the same as you and I
but yet she doesn't stop
not when she sees the creature
nor when she knows the instincts
of this young mammal
she just waits
the lonely animal now running
chasing in her direction
she just waits for it to come
and even then does the girl
stare at the innocence
the vulnerability of this creature
only then does the girls walk
she walks towards what we now
know is a wolf
and with mighty force
the girl leaps
and her hallucinations arise
as there was no wolf
only her innocence
her vulnerability
her alone once again.

Textiles

Some of the
brilliant Mad
Hatter designs
created by the
Year 9 rotation
group.
Their work pays
tribute to the
Textiles and
Hatting industry
in the Stockport
and Manchester
areas.

Food and Nutrition
The year 9 catering group who do
This month we have made a range
three hours a week of catering made
of dishes across years 7 to year 10.
a wide range of foods developing and
learning some higher level skills.
Year 7 made cheese scones and
pasta salad. They have rubbed-in,
We made cauliflower cheese where
combined ingredients and
the students learnt to do a bechamel sauce. The dish
developed their knife skills with dicing and slicing
was sent home before the final cook off so that it was a
vegetables as well as learning to use the hob safely.
better quality than if it had been reheated.
Chefs of the week for the
scones were Edie W and
Henry P and for the pasta
salad were Harvey A and
Leighton H

The students also made a fruit crumble to go with this
dish. To reinforce their skills the students made a
Bolognese sauce and then another bechamel and
created a lasagne. Again it was cooked off at home as it
gives a better quality than reheating it, this also is
better from a food safety point of view too.
Year 8 made cheese and
onion pasties. Making their
own shortcrust pastry,
rubbing-in, creating and
rolling the dough - all high
level skills, then filling and
shaping the pasties.

They also made bread and butter pudding with their
own choices of bread, fruit and flavours. This is a great
way to use store cupboard ingredients.
The Chefs of the week for
the pasties were Marley
G and Emma H and for
the bread and butter
pudding were Arwa D and
Hermione T.

The students have also
made chicken goujons and
baked potato wedges, so
have learnt to flour, egg
and breadcrumb. They ate
this with some roasted
vegetables for their lunch
as a reward for their effort
in lessons this term. Then they have made a Kadala curry
using creamed coconut and a range of spices.
The chef of the week for the cauliflower cheese and fruit
crumble was Tyler H, for the chicken goujons and oven
chips, Leyton S and for the Kadala curry, Adam G.

In year 9 the students
made Fruit cheesecake. We focused on food safety,
using high risk foods and correct storage of those foods
as well as assembly and presentation of the ingredients.
Year 9 also made a
balanced pizza : it had
to have two portions of
vegetables on the pizza
as well as toppings of
their choice. The
students combined
ingredients made a
dough, kneaded and
proved the dough to
produce the base and then created their own toppings.
The chefs of the week
for the cheesecakes
were Olivia Barton and
Esme carl Di Luca and
for the Pizzas were Ellie
Doyle and Alana Troy.

In Year 10 hospitality and Catering we have been busy
building skills. Students are continuing with the portions
they took from the full chicken making bang-bang
chicken drumsticks with mustard coleslaw to
accompany. BBQ Chicken wings with their own BBQ
sauce, qioli which then became tartar sauce and fish
goujons.
The chefs of the week were: Oliver W for his bang-bang
chicken drumsticks, Freya M for her BBQ Chicken wings
and Kaan T for his fish goujons and tartar sauce

The Great Christmas Cake-off!
n addition to all the dishes we have made, the students decorated their own Christmas cakes which we made in
September. The students designed and created their own cake decoration and spent the last week icing the cake
and developing some skills using ready made icing and colours.
The cakes were judged by Mr. Irwin, Mr. Clifford, Ms. Holt and Ms. Walker. The cakes were judged on creativity,
originality and the meaning of Christmas. I have included pictures of all the cakes as well as the winners. It was a
fabulous way to end the year and hopefully they will take pride of place on the Christmas tables.
We are so proud of the efforts of all the students.

Siobhan T

George D
Merry Christmas
from Food and
Nutrition!

Sarah W

Merry Christmas and a
Happy New Year from
a very tired but
incredibly proud Pastoral
Team.
Our students never cease
to amaze us.
Stay safe and enjoy a
well deserved break .

We would like to wish all Year 11 students a Very
Merry Christmas. You have been amazing
during a really difficult time.
Enjoy your break and take a well-earned rest.
We look forward to seeing you in the New Year.
Mr. Beever, Mrs. Hall & Mrs. Carrington

SEN
The SEN Department has been busy
making a ‘safe space’ for our students…

Enrichment

Our new sensory ‘safe space’ has also
been a well used resource and has
helped some of our KS3 students settle
back into the busyness of school life.

We have had a very successful first
term of our whole school Enrichment
programme. Our students have
attended 6578 sessions of
Enrichment, totalling an extra 296000
minutes spent in school between
them! This is a phenomenal
achievement by our students, and we
have been impressed with the
number of students who have taken
up our Enrichment offering.
In Spring, our Enrichment timetable
has changed, and this is available on
the school website or in the email
which was recently sent home by the
Headteacher. We have some new
activities this term which include:
Bullet Journaling

“I have liked coming back
to school- it’s made me
realise that learning is a
privilege and should be
taken seriously”- Matthew
M, Y8

I’ve liked coming back to
school because it means
I can get more fresh air”Jaen L, Y8

Virtual Exchange
Eco-Schools
Caring for Baby Programme
Stoctonian Morris Dancing
Furby Making Workshop
We would love to see more of our
students coming to the Enrichment
activities, and if they have any ideas
about extra activities which could be
offered, please email Miss O’Gara on
c.ogara@stockport.stockport.sch.uk

“I’ve loved starting a
new school and
meeting our new,
lovely form tutors
and pastoral managers”- Taylor H, Y7

What has
coming back to
School been
like?

“I’ve liked making new friends”
– AK, y7

“I have liked
joining Stockport
School because of
the great staff!”Jayden O- Y7

Rewards
Gold Award
Year 7

Year 9

Lizzie G

Lucas M

Sophie K

Poppy S

Stuart Gibson-S

Amelia O

Ava H

Gabrielle E

Grace J

Arthur T

Archie W

Ryan G

Abi P

Yasemin B

Connie U

Aoife T

Jess M

Dalal A

Leila S

Maia S

Evie B

Charlie D

Silver Award
Year 7
Isaac H

Ethan B

Maya M

Hollie B

David A

Dylan K

Poppy B

Connor K

Filip B

Finley J

Betty R

Maia F

Owen C

Magda S

Aimee H

Thomas G

Oliver C

Haris K

Owyn Jack H

Will S

Kieran D

Rhys G

Ollie S

Ryan F

Beth C

Andrea M

Zach M

Tia-Louise C

Scarlett B

Isaac M

Bethan H

Leah K

Amber S

Manraj SB

Charlie S

Arwen E

Owen T

Ella T

Ethan A

Taylor B

Liam J

Charlie A

Chloe G

Gabrielle H

Bradley L

Ethan W

Brendan J

Niah H

Sophia T
Samual B

Roxanne SS
Liam S

Ethan J
Issey H

Megan M
Lily P

Ruby B
Alfie W

Jack P
Harry B

Chloe E
Mia B

Sorrel H
Leo J

Archie C
Aaron C

Zoe G
Archie G

Henry P
Sophie H

Charlotte M
Tailor B

Jack B
Freddie D

Jake C
Ilana S

Jess H
Ryan H

Amber T
Lilly W

Imogen G

Alfie K

Summer-

Alex N

Layla H

Harley L

Olivia S

Isaac B

Jacob C

Joe G
Year 8

Year 9

Year 10

Year 11

Caitlin D

Phoebe A

Jennifer C

Chloe T

Evie B

Lucy C

Nikisha T

Sam H

Finley B

Isabel R

Jessica W

George K

Kayley M

Katie E

Niamh L

Harry H

Ryan B

Mia L

Robson K

Jake J

Eve OC

Rowan H

Jake L

Yasmin H

Zander B

Verity M

Bethany H

Herbie W

Joseph B

Sam F

Callum H

Hermione T

Isabel L

Lauren E

Maisie B

Erin M

Jacob B
Ben S

Isobel W
Grace WE

Rhys M
Ned B

Jack B
Emily G

Tremaine B
Mia A

Niamh G
Kian W

Mathilda WO
Georgina W

Katie W
Declan C

May D
Charlie C

Aaron M
Madison T

Mia B
Calum D

Molly B
Molly D

Freddie K

Lewis T

Martha C

Alex K

Jamie G

Maddy E

Connie G

Summer B

Nicholas S

Lucy L

Gracie B

Calum H

Eleanor H

Gwen F

Lewis L

Bode H

George M

Jessica RS

Holly B

Lucy C

Rabecca T

Macy B

Grace B

Megan T

Sophie R

Adam J

Rohan N

Lily A

Erik B

Maya W

Archie L

Erin B

Olivia R

Roxy A

Lucy H

Ysabel H

Bronze Award
Year 7
Jake C

Owen F

Lillie-Grace R

Toby T

Jamie D

Coby-Jay W

Harvey A

Keira B

Harry B

Zara K

Harry S

Lola B

Olivia M

Aimee A

Jacob C

Tilly H

Isobel C

Sarah G

Tabitha M

Amelie K

Aisha H

Lucy B

Callum W

William E

Ethan R

Edie W

Quinlan J

Megan R

Kimiya T

Tyler H

Ewan W

Stefan N

Leo B

Jayden O

Madison W

Jess G

Mia H

Josh O

Liv L

Jamie M

Mason F

Lyla V

Inayah-May S

Codie R

Harry B

Isabelle G

Izzy R

Clayton D

Matteo S

Libby S

Harrison P

Megan M

Kearan B

Daniel B

Aaliyah G

Aidan F

George N

Owen W

Olivia T

Neve B

Dominique E

Year 8
Harrison M

Hannah J

Oliver T

George L

Alexus G

Sienna A

Luna S

Niamh A

Connor J

Ethan M

Erin R

Jack M

Isla G

Jasmine I

Luca H

Charlie JG

Alice B

Ben C

Liam G

Grace T

William D

Ayla B

Holly P

Vienna H

Jayden M

Ted G

Dylan E

Tyler R

Lily G

Ethan P

Lacey S

Kyle B

Lily W

Izzy B

Leighton L

Keira O

Millie M

Henry W

Ava B

Gracey S

Benjamin W

Dylan B

Josh R

Jenna B

Yvana S

Emily K

Zi Nan C

Eloise O

Jake A

Ellie W

Archie LD

Ruby A

Helena CM

Luke B

Thomas C

Harvey W

Aaron C

Ruby F

Matilda B

Nia B

Charlie K

Joseph C

Alex B

Olivia W

Abigail H

Millie S

Emily W

Joshua W

Dylan S

Sam S

Elliott S

George C

Oliver D

Year 9
Lucy R

Abi W

Olivia B

Jake P

Callum B

Marcus K

Libby R

Rachel S

Isabella W

Chloe S

Sophie H

Alex L

Tom B

Millie G

Sophie M

Leon H

Harrison B

Reece E

Emma
W

Sky J

Michael H

Alex A

Dan S

Mia P

Louisa L

Hannah K

Erin H

Maisie J

Finlay B

Tyler P

Ruby S

Charlie S

Layla S

Lacey K

James BW

Tyler M

Jack S

Oscar D

Luca H

Martha S

Evie O

Jessica H

Alfie F

Beth G

Delan P

Adam S

Freddie P

James M

Lacy T

Tyler C

Billy W

Josh B

Izzy R

Joel W

Katie C

Tyrun P

Lola P

Kaleb B

Daniella M

Harvey A

Ellie CS

Charlotte J

Logan A

Ewan C

Louise B

Kal A

Amy B

Benjamin L

Asha G

Zak C

Sky H

Freddie C

Kyle F

Anna E

Year 10
Taylan J

Tom H

Ellie S

Jessica C

Kristian G

Freya M

Siobhan T

Dylan F

Ryan S

Alex P

Kaan T

Nathan F

Leah M

Karl B

Izzy C

Leah H

Jack D

Che F

Billy W

Summer L

Oliver W

Louis H

Mason M

Sam L

Harry S

Megan W

Conrad G

Alex O

Rio N

Charlie W

Nicole M

Monique H

Billy S

Millie M

Sam C

Aryan A

Blake S

Tyler B

Charlie A

Miles C

Robert S

Oliver S

Emily D

Ruby F

Lewis G

Henry H

Ava H

Zara A

Gabriel B

Lewis C

Cody R

Aaliyah K

Joseph B

Camesha H

Year 11
Lucy M

Phoebe R

Noah H

Sophia S

Ted D

Charlotte K

Alex R

Oliver B

Jake O

Katie H

Kacey J

Freddie B

Oliver R

Telia R

Abbie M

Ibrahim KA

Hope B

James H

Benjamin S

Grace J

Harley M

Hannah M

Louis B

Rosie K

Millie R

James G

Caitlyn B

Jose-Mae B

Lyall S

Charlotte N

Fiona M

Mia F

Oliver J

Merlin C

Sam B

William H

Grace G

Tasnim H

Ciaran M

Katie G

Louie G

Ruby OS

Georgia A

Macy G

Will T

Grace A

Giadannah S

Charlie S

Marcus W

Yildiz A

Evan GJ

Presley C

Puzzle Solution
Hint:
Full Solution
A = 0, E = 8, M = 9, N = 7, O = 5, S = 3, V – 4, W = 1, X = 2

Festive Fun
What do you call Father Christmas on the beach?
Sandy Clause!
How does Santa like his pizza?
Deep pan crisp and even.

What’s green, covered in tinsel and goes ribbet ribbet?
A mistle-toad!
What carol is heard in the desert?
‘O camel ye faithful!’
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